OFFICE OF THE CHIEF ENGINEER, PWD, RAJASTHAN, JAIPUR
No.CE/PWD/SE(P&D)/EE(M&QC)/D-734 Dated: 19-02-2003

Circular No. 03/2003

The use of mixture machine for mixing of cement concrete and mortar at work site has been made mandatory but it has been observed that compliance of these instructions are not being followed strictly. It is enjoined upon all field staff that strict compliance regarding mixing of cement concrete and cement mortar with mechanical mixer is strictly adhered.

All RCC work should be carried out in presence of the Asstt. Engineer concerned and cement concrete work should be in presence of Jr. Engineer concerned.

( H. L. MINA )
CHIEF ENGINEER,
PWD RAJASTHAN,
JAIPUR

No.CE/PWD/SE(P&D)/EE(M&QC)/D-734 Dated: 19-02-2003

Copy to following for information and necessary action please:
1. The P.S. to Hon’ble PWD Minister, Govt. of Rajasthan, Jaipur.
2. The Secretary to Govt. PWD Rajasthan, Jaipur.
4. The Superintending Engineer, PWD Circle ...............(All)
5. The Executive Engineer, PWD Dm1 ...............(All).
6. The Sd. TA to CE(RU/NSH) All SE’s & EE’s in CE’s office.
7. FF/GR.

(H. L. MINA)
CHIEF ENGINEER,
PWD RAJASTHAN,
JAIPUR

Copied forwarded to the AGC/RCA for circulation of these instructions among PWD’s for compliance.

[Signature]

[Stamp]